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ABSTRACT: 

The lecture proved to be very interesting and informative for the students present. The 
speaker gave us a well-rounded talk. She talked about exoplanets. She told us what defines an 
exoplanet and drew comparisons of exoplanets with the planets existing in the solar system. 
She also told us about what her research is about, and told us how statistics is employed in her 
research. She also told us why Hubble telescope is considered to be one of the most successful 
endeavors taken for discovering explained diagrams and graphs, which just made her talk more 
engaging and her lecture more effective. 
 
SPEAKER’S PROFILE: 

Dr. Leslie Rodgers earned her PhD in physics from MIT, under the guidance of Dr. Sara 
Seiger. She is a hubble fellow at CaLTech, and her research mainly focuses n interior structure, 
evolution and habitability of sub-Neptune, super-Earth planets. 
 
LECTURE SUMMARY: 

The lecture started off with the speaker telling us about what exoplanets are, and we 
were also told about the huge diversity that exists amongst exoplanets. We were told that this 
diversity may be in terms of size, core composition, whether or not the planets are bound to 
stars, etc. We were told that we were going to focus mainly on rocky exoplanets, and thus the 
talk moved forward. The speaker told us that the reason that such active efforts were being 
made to find rocky exoplanets was because we wanted to know whether there existed an earth 
like planet which could support life. The speaker told us that the talk will mainly concentrate on 
answering 4 key questions: 

 
1) What are the techniques used to discover such rocky exo-planets? 
2) How common were rocky exoplanets? 
3) Which of the discovered ones are rocky? and 
4) How earth like are they? 
 

The speaker told us that it is very difficult to directly observe exoplanets, as they are 
million to billion times dimmer than the star they revolve around. Thus trying to directly see a 
planet in the presence of the star it is revolving around is like trying to look at a firefly in the 
glare of a search light! She asserted that with the current technology it is only possible to 
directly observe a planet that is far away from its star and have a radius comparable to Jupiter’s 
or larger. She also gave us an example of an already discovered star planet system: HR 8799 in 
which the closest planet is around 28 astronomical units away from the star it is orbiting 
around. In fact, this star system was the first one to be discovered!  



To answer the second question on the agenda, the speaker showed us a graph between 
mass and radius and with various planets plotted on it. The graph showed the regions in which 
if a planet lies, it is likely to have a silicate core, an iron core etc (These were determined using 
data on compressibility of materials to obtain densities of various cores). Thus by plotting a 
planet on this graph, one would be able to find out what sort of a core a planet has. Rocky 
planets are planets that have a core that is composed of a combination of iron and silicate. Thus 
the upper bound for the density of a rocky planet is the line that indicates that a planet has 100 
% silicate core. The speaker also told us that a major area for study is to study how the fraction 
of planets dense enough to be rocky varies with radius of the planet.  

The speaker told us that it has been concluded that most planets with radius 1.6 that 
that of Earth or more are not rocky. As an answer to the 3rd question, the speaker presented us 
with two case studies, one each of Kepler 36a’s two planets, Kepler 36b and Kepler 36c.She 
compared the sizes of each of these planets to that of Earth, and drew a similar comparison 
between their time periods and Earth’s time period of revolution and their composition and 
Earth’s composition. She assured us that the masses and radii measured were highly precise, 
and gave us some more information about the techniques used to collect data about them. She 
told us that it had been found that the 2 planets despite lying very close to each other, differed 
greatly in their densities (their densities differed by a factor of 8) which is unlike any pair of 
planets in our solar system. She also said that most of the rocky exoplanets have had Earth like 
composition.  

Thus she finished her talk and was given a speech of thanks by their organizing 
committee of BITSAAD, and the lecture was concluded. 
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